
Make the right decisions using edison365businesscase 

Optimise your internal processes, ensure visibility and 
accelerate business transformation

Currently business cases are inaccessible, unregulated, slow to progress and hard to 
evaluate. This lack of visibility makes it impossible to assess their likelihood of success or 
to troubleshoot issues as they arise. 

edison365businesscase provides a transparent and repeatable method of capturing 
business case data that ensures standardisation and accountability across fully 
configurable processes and case types. Built on Office 365, the intuitive interface gives 
you the organisation-wide visibility needed to understand the financial and resourcing 
requirements of successful business transformation, as well as its potential benefits. 

Accelerate approval
Spot trends, identify bottlenecks 
and easily solve problems to avoid 
costly and inefficient delays.

Complete visibility 
Understand the cost, benefit, resource 
requirements and ROI across the 
entire portfolio of business cases.

Fully configurable 
Build multiple templates, forms and 
approval stages aligned to your own 
processes and financial sign off limits. 

Built on Office 365 
Engaging user interface and a familiar 
set of tools ensures immediate 
adoption and positive user experience. 
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The edison365 suite provides a unique and comprehensive platform to accelerate business transformation. Each module can be 

used standalone or alongside one or more of the other modules in the suite to provide an end-to-end solution.

Standardise, understand and accelerate your business case processes 
edison365businesscase enables rapid justification for business transformation

Entire audit trail visible via stored case history, supporting internal 
compliance requirements. 

Full version control

Use multiple devices to access information; Windows, iOS®, and 
Android™. Different users can use different devices and different 
browsers to suit their personal ways of working. 

Comprehensive device and end user access 

Portfolio reporting
Report cost, benefit and resource requirements across one or 
more business cases to understand potential impact on live and 
future work.

Optimized business case approval
Set target timescales for each approval stage. Easily assign reviewers 
and discover where (and with whom) a case has stalled. 

Drag-and-drop business case templates 
Build the perfect template for the size or type of case required and 
configure stages to align with your internal processes. 
Clear data visualization 
Configure standard tables to present large amounts of information 
efficiently. Users can switch between multiple visualizations to allow 
effective engagement with data.

Personalised access
Variable views are available depending on individual permissions 
and approval rights. The personal page keeps track of what needs 
approving, b when and where issues lie.  

The intuitive UI ensures instant solution adoption.

Zero training

Leverage your existing Microsoft investments to enable more 
effective collaboration and efficient ways of working. 

Built on Office 365

The end-to-end business transformation platform built on Office 365

Drive a culture of innovation to 
initiate transformation

Justify and understand the 
impact of transformation

Deliver projects quickly and 
effectively to embed transformation
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